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ABSTRACT 
The Quaternary stratigraphy of central North Dakota is best 
exposed along the nearly continuous, 20-meter-high, vertical bluffs 
of Lake Sakakawea in the Missouri River trench. The following litho-
stratigraphic units (in ascending order) are exposed just north of 
Riverdale, North Dakota, and can be correlated for tens of kilometers 
along the bluffs: (1) Sentinel »utte Formation (lignite-bearing sedi-
ment of Paleocene age), (2) lower Medicine Hill Formation (fluvial 
sand and gravel), (3) upper Medicine Hill Formation (massive pebble-
loam with silt and gravel inclusions> glacial sediment), (4) lower 
Horseshoe Valley Formation (fluvial sand and gravel), (5) upper 
Horseshoe Valley Fopnation (jointed pebble-loam, glacial sediment), 
(6) lower Snow School Formation (fluvial sand and gravel), (7) mid-
dle Snow School Formation (reddish sandy pebble-loam, glacial sedi-
ment), (8) upper Snow School Formation (jointed pebble-loam, 
glacial sediment, (9) Oahe Formation with four numbers recogniz-
able throughout the area (silt, eolian sediment). 
The sand bodies are the main aquifers in t:he Lake Sakakawea 




The purpose of this study is (1) to describe the Quaternary 
stratigraphy, (2) to determine the geologic history, and (3) to 
determine the framework for groundwater movement in this area. 
Area of Study 
The area of study is the nearly vertical wave-cut bluffs 
along the southeast shore of Lake Sakakawea (Garrison Reservoir) 
near Riverdale, in sections 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 27, 
34, T. 147 N., R. 84 W., and section 4, T. 146 N., R. 84 W., McLean 
County, North Dakota. 
Methods of Study 
Field work during June and July of 1972 was accomplished by 
walking the shore line and by observations from a boat. The boat 
proved an invaluable aid in tracing contacts between measured sec-
tions and provided access to many outcrops. 
Topographic maps (7.5 minute series), air photos (scale 
1:20,000), and North Dakota State Highway Department County Maps 
(scale 1:36, 680) were used as base maps. 
A complete sequence of photos of the bluffs along the shore 
of the lake were taken as a base for the stratigraphic cross-section. 
At selected outcrops measurements and samples were taken. Where the 
1 
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bluffs were too steep to climb, section descriptions and samples were 
obtained by hanging over the face of the bluffs with a rope and pulley. 
Analysis done on samples includes {l) textural analysis, (2) 
pebble counts (0. 4 to 128 mm range), (3) coarse-sand counts (1. 0 to 
2.0 mm range), and (4) clay minerology by X-ray defractiou. 
The only analysis done in the field was the pebble counts. 
A one-foot square was marked off on the outcrop and the first 100 
pebbles (4 mm to 128 mm) taken from this square were divided into 
groups based on gross minerology. The categories were limestone 
and dolomite, light colored igneous and metamorphic rock types, 
dark colored igneous and metamo:rphic rock typea, shale, iron-
stained concretions, and siliceous rock types. 
X-ray defraction analyses of clay samples from the Medicine 
Hill Formation, Horseshoe Valley Formation, and Snow School Forma-
tion~ were done with a Phillips high-angle defractometer using a Cu 
tube. Slides with oriented glycolated samples were X-rayed through 
15° at 2° per minute at a rate of 1 x 103 counts per second. Per-
centages were determined by comparing the peak areas of the 7A0 
(kaolinite), lOA0 (illite), and 17AO (montmorillonite) peaks. Peak 
area was determined by multiplying the peak high by the peak width 
at half height. The peaks were compared using a ratio of 7A0 :10A0 : 
17A0 : :3:3:1. 
A tepee (Figure 1) was used as a base camp and was set up on 
the edge of the lake. This afforded direct interaction with nature 
and her physic.al processes. 
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McLean County is on the· east flank of the Williston Basin. The 
basin contains a thick sequence of sedimentary rocks, which have been 
described by Carlson and Anderson (1965) and Bluemle (1971). 
The Sentinel Butte Formation outcrops in the study area and is 
overlain by four younger forl!IB.tions of late Cenozoic age: the Medicine 
Hill Formation, the Horseshoe Valley Formation, the Snow School Forma-
tion, and the Oahe Formation. Along the south shore of Lake Sakakawea 
the Charging Eagle Formation (Sackreiter, in preparation) lies under 
the Medicine Hill ~ormation, but the Charging Eagle does not outcrop 
in the thesis area. 
All-of the formations above the Sentinel Butte Formation in 
this area belong to the Coleharbor group as defined by Bluemle (1971). 
Definition of the Medicine Rill Formation 
Source of name 
The Medicine Hill Formation is here named after the Medicine 
Hill Township, T. 148 N., R. 79 W., in McLean County, North Dakota. 
Type section 
The type section of the Medicine Hill Formation (Figure 2) 
is 425 m south of the mouth of Dead Man Coulee Bay in the t~i~. SFh;, 
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Fig. 2.--Photo of the (A) Medicine Hill Formation, (B) Horse 
Valley Formation, (C) Snow School Formation, and (D) Oahe Formation, 
the 30 m high bluffs along Lake Sakakawea 425 meters south of the mo· 
of Dead Man Coulee Bay. The middle member of the Snow School Format 
is clearly seen in this photo just above the contact of Band C. 
7 
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NW-:i; section 22, T. 147 N., R. 84 W., McLean County,. North Dakota 
(point 10 on the cross-section, Plate 1). 
Reference section 
The reference section of the Medicine Hill Formation (Figure 3) 
is about 10 m east of the mouth and along the shore of Dead Man Coulee 
Bay, in the Sf%, NEl.z; NW~ section 22, T. 147 N., R. 84 W., McLean County, 
North Dakota (point 4 on the cross-section, Plate 1). This section is 
the type section of the Coleharbor group (Bluemle, 1971, Bickley, 1972). 
Description 
The Medicine Hill Formation contains two distinct members, a 
lower member consisting of silt, sand, and gravel, and an upper member 
consiting of pebble-loam (till). 
Lower member.--The lower member of the Medicine f{ill Formation 
is 0.5 m to 2.0 m of poorly sorted silt, sand, pebbles, cobbles, and 
boulders from 0.2 m to 2.0 min diameter. The bedding within this mem-
ber is obscure. The lithology of the pebbles, cobbles, and boulders 
includes quartz, chert and scoria from western source areas, and lime-
stone, dolomite, granitic rock types, metamorphic rock types, and shale, 
from northern source areas. This lower member is commonly cemented into 
a conglomerate and is stained reddish brown by iron oxide. 
This member is seen in only a few outcrops because most of the 
lower Medicine Hill Formation is beneath lake level. 
Upper member.--The upper member of the Medicine Hill Formation 
is pebble-loam with grain size ranging from less than 0.001 mm to 3.0 m. 
The pebble-loam is very compact and nonbedded. Textural analysis shows 
9 
Fig. 3.--Photo of the (A) Medicine Hill Formation, (B) Hors 
shoe Valley Formation, and (C) the Snow School Formation. This 6 ro 





that the upper member of the Medicine Hill Formation averages 23 percent 
sand, 47 percent silt and 30 percent clay (Appendix B, Tables land 2). 
The pebbles (4 mm to 128 mm) average 45 percent limestone and dolomite, 
18 percent light colored igneous and metamorphic rock types, 9 percent 
dark-colored igneous and metamorphic rock types, 20 percent shale, 
6 percent iron-stained concretions, and 4 percent siliceous rock types. 
On the basis of a coarse-sand count the upper member of the Medicine 
Hill Formation contains 43 perc~nt shale, 32 percent crystalline, and 
12 percent carbonate (Figure 4). 
The limestone and dolomite are generally only slightly weath-
ered, whereas the granitic fragments are weathered enough to crumble 
when handled. The shale fragments, which are easily broken. are sel-
dom larger than pebbles. The upper member of the Medicine Hill Forma-
tion contains many lignite fragments, selenite crystals, and large 
inclusions of clayey silt as much as 4 min diameter. The bedding 
within the clayey silt lenses is disrupted in almost all cases. 
The color of the upper member of the Medicine Hill is very 
mottled. Fresh and dry the color ranges from pale yellow (2.SY 8/4), 
to light bro~TUish gray (2.5Y 6/2, Munsell Soil color designations). 
On a weathered outcrop the color ranges from olive yellow (2.SY 6/6)> 
to dark gray (2.5Y 4/0). 
Nature of the contents 
.The contact of the lower mero.ber of the Medicine Hill Formation 
with the underlying Sentinel Butte Formation is sharp. The contact of 
the lower member of the Hedic.ine Hill Formation with the upper member 
of the Medicine Hill Formation is sharp. The contact between the lower 
and upper members is marked by a thin iron-oxide zone. 
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Fig. 4.--Graphs showing the percentage of shale~ igneous and 
metamorphic (crystalline) rock types, and limestone and dolomite 
(carbonate) found in the coarse-sand fraction (1 to 2 nnn) of the 
pebble-loam, based on one sample from each formation. 
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The contact of the upper member of the Medicine Hill Formation 
with the overlying lower member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation is 
sharp and undulating. When the lower member of the Horseshoe Valley 
Formation is missing the contact with the upper member is sharp. The 
contact -with the upper member of the Medicine Hill Formation with the 
upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation is often marked by a 
zone of iron oxide. The conspicious jointing of the overlying upper 
member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation stops at the contact with 
the Medicine Hill Formation. 
Regional extent and thickness 
The Hedicine Hill Formation is well exposed in the thesis area 
and along the southwestern shore of Lake Sakakawea. It ranges in 
thickness from 1 to.15 m along the bluffs of Lake Sakakawea but is 
probably much thicker because its base is b.eneath lake level. 
Differentiation from other units 
The pebble-loam, sand, silt, and gravel of the Medicine Hill 
Formation is readily differentiated from the sandstone, siltstone, 
and lignite of the underlying Sentinel Butte Formation. The Medicine 
Hill Formation differs from the overlying Horseshoe Valley and Snow 
School Formations in having a mottled more yellow color and numerous 
clayey silt lenses and in containing numerous selenite crystals. The 
~!edicine Hill Formation is not jointed, whereas the overlying Horse-
shoe Valley and Snow School Fonnations have very conspicious jointing. 
The Xedicine Hill Formation has a higher shale content, lower crystal-
line content and lower limestone and dolo~ite content in its coarse-
15 
sand fraction than the two overlying formations (Figure 4). The mont-
morillonite content of the Medicine Hill Formation is lower and the 
kaolinite content is higher than in the overlying Horseshoe Valley and 
Snow School Formations (Figure 5). 
Age 
The age of the Medicine Hill Formation is unknown. The lower 
member is probably pro-glacial stream deposits and is slightly older 
than the upper member. The Medicine Hill Formation is no older than 
late Cenozoic and probably not younger than late Wisconsinan. 
Definition of the Horseshoe Valley Formation 
Source of name 
The Horseshoe Valley Formation is here named after the Horse-
shoe Valley township, T. 149 N., R. 80 W., McLean County, North Dakota. 
Type section 
The type section of the Horseshoe Valley Formation (Figure 3) 
is along the north shore of Dead }1an Coulee Bay, 100 m east of its 
mouth, in the SE%, NE%, NW~ section 22, T. 147 N., R. 84 W., McLean 
County, North Dakota (point 4 on the cross-section, Plate 1). This 
is also the type section of the Coleharbor group (Bluemle, 1971). 
Reference section 
The reference section of the Horseshoe Valley Formation 
(Figure 2) is 425 m south of the mouth of Dead Man Coulee Bay in 
the S~, SE%, Ntf~ section 22, T. 147 N., R. 84 W., McLean County, 
North Dakota (point 10 on the cross-section, Plate 1). 
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Fig. 5.--Graphic representation of percentage of clay in 
pebble-loam of the Medicine Hill Formation, Horseshoe Valley Fon 
tion, and Snow School Formation. 
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The Horseshoe Valley Formation consists of two members. The 
lower member is conglomerate, stained with iron oxide, and overlain 
by well sorted, fine, white, cross-bedded and flat~bedded sand. The 
upper member is compact, well-jointed pebble-loam. 
Lower member.--At the base of the lower member of the Horse-
shoe Valley Formation is 0.5 m to 1.0 m of silt, sand, pebbles, cob-
bles, and boulders from 0.3 m to. 2.5 m in diameter. These rocks are 
usually well cemented and stained.reddish brown with iron oxide, and 
when thoroughly wave washed from the modern Lake Sakakawea form a 
solid conglomerate. The lithology of the pebbles, cobbles> and 
boulders include limestone and dolomite, granitic and metamorphic 
rock types, sandstone, sha-le, iron-stained concretions, and sili-
ceous rock types. 
Overlying this conglomerate is 0.2 m to 3.0 m of cross-bedded 
and flat-bedded, well sorted, fine, white, quartz sand. The bedding 
planes are generally dipping east-northeast. Weathered lignite frag-
ments and rounded-gypsum particles are concentrated along some of the 
bedding planes. 
Upper member •. --The upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Forma-
tion is pebble-loam with grain size ranging from 0.001 mm to 3.0 ~. 
The pebble-loam is very compact and nonbedded. The textural analysis 
shows that the upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation averages 
29 percent sand, 36 percent silt, and 34 percent clay (Appendix B, 
Tables 1 and 2). The lithology of the pebbles (4 mm to 128 mm) aver-
ages 53 percent limestone and dolomite, 18 percent light colored 
igneous and metamorphic rock types> 8 percent dark colored igneous 
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and metamorphic rock types, 13 percent shale, 7 percent iron-stained con-
cretions, and 1 percent siliceous rock types. In the coarse-sand frac-
tion (1.0 mm to 2.0 mm) the upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Forma-
tion contains 24 percent shale, 48 percent crystalline, and 28 percent 
limestone and dolomite (Figure 4). The pebble-loam contains a few 
weathered lignite fragments. 
The upper me.~ber of the Horseshoe Valley Formation is pale yel-
low (2.5Y 7/4) and has a peppered appearance resulting from staining 
with iron oxide. The upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation 
has distinct columnar jointing. 
Nature of the contacts 
The contact of the lower member of the Horseshoe Valley Forma-
tion with the upper member is sharp and undulating. The contact of 
the upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation with the lower mem-
ber of the Snow School Formation is sharp and undulating. Where the 
lower member of the Snow School Fonnation is missing the contact of 
the upper member of toe Horseshoe Valley Formation with the upper mem-
ber of the Snow School Formation is sharp, and marked by a thin zone 
of iron oxide. 
Regional extent and thickness 
The Horseshoe Valley Formation ranges in thickness from 0.2 m 
to 6 m. The lower member ranges in thickness from 0.5 m to 4 m and is 
present only in a few places in the thesis area (points 4 and 13 on 
the cross-section, Plate 1), and in Wolf Creek (Figure 6). The upper 
member ranges in thickness from 0.5 m to 6 m. The Horseshoe Valley 
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:ferentiation from other units 
The lower member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation is very dif-
:ult to distinguish from either the lower member of the Medicine Hill 
:-mation or the lower member of the Snow School Formation. They can 
distinguished only by the presence of the upper members of these 
:-mat ions. 
The upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation is easily 
;tinguished from the upper member of the underlying Medicine Hill 
:mation. The Horseshoe Valley Formation has a more unifonn yellow 
compared with the mottled color of the Medicine Rill Formation. 
~ Horseshoe Valley is well jointed, contains less silt, and more 
1tmorillonite (Figure 5) than the Medicine Hill Formation. 
The upper menber of the Horseshoe Valley Formation is hard to 
,tinguish from the upper member of the Snow School Formation. Both 
:mations are jointed. Where the upper members of both units are in 
;conformable contact in an outcrop, the jointing is continuous from 
~ unit to the next. The upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Forma-
ln contains slightly more shale and less montmorillonite than the 
)W School Formation (Figures 4 and 5). The main difference between 
~ two units is that the Snow School Formation contains a middle 
1dy reddish member between the upper pebble-loam and lower sand 
l gravel, which the Horseshoe Valley Formation lacks. 
The age of the Horseshoe Valley Formation is unknown. The 
~seshoe Valley Formation is younger than the Medicine Hill Fonna-
m and older than the Snow School Formation. The Horseshoe 
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lley Formation is no older than late Cenozoic and no younger than 
te Wisconsinan. 
Definition of the Snow School Formation 
urce of name 
The Snow School Formation is here named after the Snow School 
section 8, T. 148 N.~ R. 83 W •• McLean County, North Dakota. 
pe section 
The type section of the Snow School Formation is in the bluffs 
ong the east shore of Lake Sakakawea, in Dead Man Coulee Bay (Figure 
, SVL;, NW!-t;, NE!,; section 22, T. 147 N., R. 84 w .• McLean County, North 
kota (point 5 on cross-section, Plate 1). 
ference section 
The reference section o.f the Snow School Formation is 425 m 
lth of the mouth of Dead Man Coulee Bay (Figure 1), in the S~, 
:, :m,;!i; section 22. T. 147 N., R. 84 W., McLean County. North 
ota (point 10 on cross-section, Plate 1). 
~ription of the unit 
The Snow School Formation is subdivided into three members: 
,wer sand and gravel member, a middle, reddish, sandy, pebble-
member, and an upper pale yellow to brown pebble-loam member. 
Lower member.--The lower member of the Snow School Formation 
)orly sorted silt, sand, pebbles, cobbles, and boulders from 0.2 m 
.0 min diameter. These rocks are usually poorly cemented and 
ted with iron oxide. This part of the lower member ranges in 
ness from 0.2 m to 1.5 m. The lithology of the pebbles, cobbles, 
27 
Fig, 7,--Photo of the type section of the Snow School Forma-
tion (10 m high). The units are (A) upper member of the Medicine 
Hill Formation, (B) lower member of the Snow School Formation, (C) 
middle member of the Snow School Formation, (D) upper member of the 




and boulders includes limestone and dolomite, granitic and metamorphic 
rock types, sandstone, iron-stained concretions, shale, and a small 
amount of siliceous rock types. 
Overlying the poorly cemented and iron stained unit is medium-
to-fine-grained, well sorted, flat-bedded and cross-bedded, white, 
quartz, sand. The cross-bedding dips east-northeast. Weathered lig-
nite fragments and rounded gypsum particles occur on some of the bed-
ding planes. Thin beds of gravel interfinger with, and overlie, the 
medium-to-fine-grained sand. The lower member of the Snow School For~ 
mation is well exposed along the southwest shore of Wolf Creek Bay. 
Middle member.--The middle member of the Snow School Formation 
contains several differeut kinds of material. Alternating beds of 
sand, silt, and clay are found in places but the most abundant mate-
rial is reddish-brown, sandy pebble-loam. The grain size ranges from 
less than 0.001 mm to 0.3 m. The middle member averages 37 percent 
sand, 53 percent silt, and 12 percent clay (Appendix B, Tables 1 and 
2). Generally this unit is not bedded, although some thin bedding 
has been seen in a few locations. In the pebble range, this member 
contains 64 percent limestone and dolomite, 25 percent granitic end 
metamorphic rock types, 28 percent shale, 3 percent iron-stained 
concretions, and 6 percent siliceous rock types. 
This reddish-brown middle member is not jointed, but is mas-
sive, and is very compact in some places. 
Upper member.--The upper member of the Snow School Formation 
is very. compact, columnar jointed pebble-loam. The grain size ranges 
from between 0.001 mm to 1.0 m. This member is nonbedded. Textural 
analysis shows that the upper member of the Snow School Formation 
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contains 28 percent sand, 38 percent silt, and 33 percent clay (Appendix 
B, Tables 1 and 2). The lithology of the pebble fraction averages 56 
percent limestone and dolomite, 26 percent granitic and metamorphic rock 
types, 17 percent shale, 5 percent iron-stained concretions, and 4 per-
cent siliceous rock types. On the basis of one coarse-sand count, the 
upper member of the Snow School Formation contains 19 percent shale, 50 
percent igneous and meta~orphic rock types, and 26 percent limestone and 
dolomite (Figure 4). Small amounts of lignite fragments are found within 
the upper member. 
The upper member of the Snow School Formation is pale olive 
(SY 6/3) to grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) where weathered and is much darker 
where freshly exposed. The upper member has very distinct columnar 
joints that are vertically continuous from top to bottom in most out-
crops. These joints are commonly stained with calcium carbonate that 
has leached down from the overlying soil horizon. 
The upper member of the Snow School Formation is very hard on 
Neathered, dry, outcrops and is compact on fresh exposures. 
~ature of contacts 
The contact of the lower member of the Snow School Formation 
rith the middle 111.ernber is sharp and undulating. The sand of the lower 
nember has a tendency to slump out from under the middle member leav-
lng the middle member slightly overhanging. 
The contact of the middle member of the Snow School Formation 
~1th the upper member is sharp, but at times is almost gradational. 
fuere the middle member of the Snow School Formation is missing the 
:ontact of the lower member and the upper member of the Snow School 
~orrnation is sharp. The contact of the upper member of the Snow 
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L Formation and the Oahe Formation is sharp. In places small 
; of gravel lie in undulations on the surface of the upper mem-
E the Snow School Formation. 
lal extent and thickness. 
The lower member of the Snow School Formation ranges in thick-
:rom 0.1 m to 3.0 m. It is thickest along the south shore of Wolf 
Bay (Figure 6). The lower member of the Snow School Formation is 
~posed in Dead Man Coulee Bay and along the south shore of Wolf 
Bay. 
The middle member of the Snow School Formation ranges in thick-
:rom 0.2 m to 2.0 m. It is well exposed in the high bluffs along 
;akakawea (cross-section, Plate 1), in Dead Man Coulee Bay, and 
the south shore of Wolf Creek Bay. 
The upper member of the Snow School Formation ranges in thick-
·rom 0.2 m to 6.0 m. It is well exposed in the thesis area, and 
the southwest shore of Lake Sakakawea. 
entiation from other units 
The lower member of the Snow School Formation is very hard to 
guish from the lower members of the Medicine Hill and Horseshoe 
Formations. 
The middle member of the Snow School Formation is a very dis-
re unit. Th.e reddish color and high silt content are very 
:eristic of this member. This reddish middle member is a good 
bed for stratigraphic correlations within the section. The 
1ember of the Snow School is hard to distinguish from the 
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upper member of the Horseshoe Valley except where the middle reddish 
member of the Snow School is present. 
The top of the upper member of the Snow School Formation has 
a characteristic dark layer, which helps to distinguish the upper mem-
ber of the Snow School Formation from the upper member of the Horseshoe 
Valley Formation. The upper member of the Sno~School Formation con-
tains much more montmorillonite and less kaolinite than either the 
Horseshoe Valley Formation or the Medicine Hill Formation (Figure 5). 
The upper member of the Snow School Formation is very differ-
ent from the overlying Oahe Formation. The Oahe Formation is mainly 
silt whereas the upper member of the Snow School Formation is pebble-
loam. 
Age 
The age of the Snow School Formation is unknown. It is no 
older than late Cenozoic and no younger than late Wisconsinan. 
Oahe Formation 
General 
The Oahe Formation is the uppermost formation in the thesis 
area and over most of North pakota. The principle reference section 
(Figure 2) for the Oahe Formation is in the vertical bluffs along 
the southeastern shore of Lake Sakakawea (point 10 on cross-section, 
Plate 1). The Oahe Formation is described and named by Clayton, 
}foran, and Bickley (in preparation), and some of the information 
here is taken from their paper. 
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Description of unit 
The Oahe Formation in the thesis area is composed of silt-loam, 
averaging 10 percent sand, 73 percent silt, and 17 percent clay. The 
silt-loam is unbedded or contains diffuse beds of slightly different 
grain size, The Oahe Formation is compact, and in dry vertical bluffs 
the silt commonly has vertical columnar jointing. In places, the Oahe 
Formation contains scattered p~bbles, cobbles, and very few boulders. 
The pebbles are brought up into the Oahe Formation by burrowing 
anh1als, and the cobbles and boulders are probably artifacts. Chips 
of Knife River Flint, bison bones, and hearth stones were found within 
the Oahe Form.ation. The chips of I<nife River Flint are abundant in 
the upper 2 m of the Oahe Formation in a drainage ditch just north of 
Rlverdale, North Dakota. 
The Oahe Formation is subdivided into four members, from bot-
tom to top: (1) the Mallard Island Member, (2) The Aggie Brown Member, 
(3) the Pick City Member, and (4) the Riverdale Member. 
Mallard Island Member.--The Mallard Island Member of the Oahe 
Formation contains about 6 percent sand, 75 percent silt, and 19 per-
cent clay. It is very pale brown (lOYR 7/3, dry). In the absence of 
the intervening Aggie :Srown Member it is hard to differentiate the 
~fallard Island Member from the Pick City Member on the basis of color. 
Aggie Brown Member.--The Aggie Brown Member of the Oahe Forma-
tion is subdivided into a lower light brown (7.5YR 6/4, dry) unit and 
an upper dark gray (lOYR 4/1, dry) unit. When moist, the lower part 
of the member appears almost red. The Aggie Brown }1ember occurs in 
the upland areas and is absent on steeper slopes or in depressions. 
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From a boat the Aggie Brown Member is very easy to recognize and is 
much thicker than any of the other dark layers within the Oahe For-
mation. 
Pick City Member.--The Pick City Member of the Oahe Formation 
contains about 18 percent sand, 65 percent silt, and 17 percent clay. 
It is light gray (2.5Y 7/3, dry) and is less red than the lower unit 
of the Aggie Brown Member. 
Riverdale Member.--The Riv.erdale Member of the Oahe Formation 
is subdivided into three units of roughly equal thickness. They aver-
age about 5 percent sand, 80 percent silt, and 15 percent clay. The 
Riverdale Member contains myriads of rootlets and other organic mate-
rial. The lower and upper subdivisions are typically grayish brown 
(lOYR 5/2, dry), and the middle subdivision is typically light brown-
lsh gray (lOYR 6/2, dry). 
fature of contacts 
The Nallard Island Member of the Oahe Formation overlies the 
now School Formation in most of the thesis area. The contact between 
:ie Mallard Island Hember and the Snow School Formation is sharp and 
1dulating. In some places gravel and lag pebbles occur on the con-
tct. The contact of the Mallard Island Member and the Aggie Brown 
mber is 1 gradational. 
The contact of the Aggie Brown Member and the overlying Pick 
ty }!ember is sharp. The sharpness is due mainly to the color dif-
::-ence. The contact of the Pick City Nember and .the Riverdale Member 
sharp. The contact appears sharp because of the color difference. 
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Regional extent and thickness 
The Mallard Island Member of the Oahe Formation is well exposed 
in the thesis area and ranges in thickness from 0.5 m to 2.0 m. The 
Aggie Brown Member ranges in thickness from 0.1 m to 1.0 min the the-
sis area and is also well exposed along the southwest shore of Lake 
Sakakawea. The Aggie Brown Member has been seen in Emmons County 
(Bickley, 1972), and in other parts of the state. The Pick City Mem-
ber ranges in thickness from 0.1 m to 2.0 m and is well exposed in 
the thesis area and along the southwest shore of Lake Sakakawea. The 
Riverdale Member ranges in thickness from 0.1 m to 1.0 m, and is well 
exposed in the thesis area and along the southwest shore of Lake 
Sakakawea. 
The Oahe Formation is very well exposed in the thesis area, 
along the southwest shore of Lake Sakakawea, and is probably the upper-
most formation in most of North Dakota. 
Differentiation from other units 
The Mallard Island Member of the Oahe Formation is coarser 
grained than the overlying units. It contains more dolomite and 
montmorillonite than'the other members of the Oahe Formation. The 
Mallard Island Member is lighter in color than the Aggie Bro'Wll Mem-
ber and is redder than the Pick City Member or the Riverdale Member. 
The Aggie Brown Member is redder and darker than any of the other 
members of the Oahe Formation. The Pick City·Member is distinguished 
from the Mallard Island Member in being more sandy and by the presence 
of the Aggie Brown Member. The Pick City Hemberis less red than the 
Aggie Brown Member and lighter in color than the Riverdale Member. 
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The Riverdale Member is distinguished from the other members of the 
Oahe Formation by containing two or more dark layers. The upper and 
lower subdivisions of the Riverdale Member are darker in color than 
all other parts of the Oahe Formation, except the upper part of the 
Aggie Brown Member. 
Age 
The }fallard Island Member of the Oahe Formation is late Wis-
consinan in age. The Aggie Brown Member was deposited in the post-
glacial part of latest Wisconsinan and in early Holocene time. The 
Pick City ~ember was deposited during the middle part of the Holo-
cene, and the Riverdale Hember was deposited during late Holocene 
time (Clayton, Horan, and Bickley, in preparation). 
GENERAL HISTORY 
Except for the southwestern part of the state, North Dakota was 
glaciated several times during the Pleistocene. The Medicine Hill For-
mation, Horseshoe Valley Formation, and the Snow School Formation (Fig-
ure 8) are the. result of this series of events. 
Study along the southeast shore of Lake Sakakawea has shown 
that paleotopography has had a great influence on the deposition of 
fluvial sediment and glacial sediment and on the present topography. 
The sand bodies found in the study area are mostly fluvial sediment 
that was deposited in low areas. As seen in Aggie Brown Bay, Wolf 
Creek Bay (Figure 6), and Dead Man Coulee Bay, the fluvial channels 
have persisted from one glaciation to the next until the regional 
and local slope was altered sufficiently to divert the streams. 
One factor that contributes to the persistence of low areas 
through numerous glaciations is the deposition of thin sheets of 
glacial sediment. The thickest glacial sediment in the thesis area 
is only about 15 m. The average thickness of glacial sediment is 
about 4 to 6 m, and in some places it is only 1 to 2 m thick. The 
thin layers of glacial sediment are draped over pre-existing ter-
rain without obscuring most of the elements of the topography. As 
a result, well integrated drainage is established almost immediately 
following glacial retreat. Valleys, therefore, persist at the same 
locations through a series of glaciations. 
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Fig. 8.--Stratigraphic column and dominant lithology of 
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Medicine Hill Formation 
Lower member.--On the basis of cross bedding, poor sorting and 
eroded contacts the lower member of the Medicine Hill Formation is fiu-
vial sediment that was deposited in broad valleys. One of these val-
leys, in part, is still present as Wolf Creek Bay, and others can be 
seen on a topographic map of the bedrock surface of McLean County 
(Bluemle, 1971). The cross-bedding within the fluvial sediment indi-
cates that the river that deposited the lower member of the Medicine 
Hill Formation was flowing east-northeast; it was probably part of 
the ancient Missouri River which flowed northeast into Hudson Bay. 
Upper member.--The glacier that deposited the upper member 
of the Medicine Hill Formation advanced into this ancient Missouri 
River valley. The presence of lenses of laminated clayey silt within 
the pebble-loam of the Medicine Hill Formation suggests that glacial 
ice dammed the easterly flowing Missouri River, forming a lake or 
lakes. The glacier that deposited the Medicine Hill Formation then 
advanced over the clay deposits incorporating them into the glacial 
sediment. The upper member of the Mecicine Hill Formation partially 
filled the northeast sloping valleys but not enough to block them. 
The large amount of shale and the small amount of igneous 
and metamorphic rock types and limestone and dolomite (Figure 4) 
suggests two possibilities for source area of the glacier that 
deposited the upper member Medicine Hill Formation: (1) the gla-
cier could have advanced over the Riding Mountain Formation in 
Manitoba to the north of Lake Sakaka.wea picking up shale. The 
later glaciations picked up more igneous and metamorphic rock 
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types from the Canadian Shield to the east. (2) The large amount of 
shale could be locally derived from the Pierre Shale and the Sentinel 
Butte Formation. The nearness. to the source of shale could mask orig-
inally high content of limestone> dolomite, and igneous and metamor-. 
phic rock types of an easterly glacial source area. 
Nothing is known about the period of time between the deposi-
tion of the Medicine Hill Formation and the deposition of the Horse-
shoe Valley Formation. 
Horseshoe Valley Formation 
Lower member.--On the basis of cross-bedding, poor sorting and 
erosional contacts the lower member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation 
is fluvial sediment and is sometimes found in the same valleys that 
contain the lower member of the Medicine Hill Formation. The cross-
bedding of the lower member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation dips 
east-northeast suggesting that the Missouri River again returned to 
its easterly path. Undisrupted bedded silt and clay between the 
Medicine Hill Formation and the upper member of the Horseshoe Valley 
Formation suggest another damming of the east-flowing Xissouri River. 
The silt and clay may also be the result of lakes formed in the ~[edi-
cine Hill Formation during the interglacial period. 
Upper member.--Glacial ice again advanced into the thesis area 
depositing the thin discontinuous pebble-loam of the upper member of 
the Horseshoe Valley Formation. This sediment may be the result of a 
distinct glaciation; but, the thinne3s of the deposit and mineralogi-
cal and textural similarity to the overlying Snow School Formation 
suggest that the Horseshoe Valley Formation was simply an early 
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advance of the glacier that deposited the Snow School For:matian. The 
small amount of shale and the large amount of limestone and dolomite 
rock types and igneous and metamorphic rock types {Figure 4) suggest 
that the probable direction of ice movement was from the northeast. 
The small amount of shale could be due to the fact that the Medicine 
Hill Formation covered the shale of the bedrock formation and pre-
vented large amounts of shale from being incorporated into the 
advancing glacier. 
Nothing is known about the period of time between deposition 
of the Horseshoe Valley Formation and the deposition of the overlying 
Snow School Formation. 
Snow School Formation 
Lower member.--On the basis of cross bedding» poor sorting 
and erosional contacts the lower member of the Snow School Formation 
is fluvial sediment. This sediment was deposited in valleys and low 
areas and is usually found where the fluvial sediment of the lower 
members of the Hedicine Hill Formation and Horseshoe Valley Forma-
tion are present. The cross-bedding of the lower member of the Snow 
School Formation dips east-northeast, suggesting that the Hissouri 
River again returned to an easterly drainage. If these were pro-
glacial outwash. streams the cross-bedding would have been dipping 
to the west. 
It is probable that this is the last time that the Missouri 
River flowed in an easterly direction. No fluvial sediment is found 
above the upper member of the Snow School Formation with east dipping 
cross-bedding, and it is possible that with the deposition of the 
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upper member of the Snow School Formation the slope of the land was 
changed sufficiently to divert the Missouri to a more southerly 
drainage. 
The small amount of shale and the large amount of limestone 
and dolomite rock types and igneous and metamorphic rock types 
(Figure 4) suggests a northeastern glacial source area. The small 
amount of shale is again probably due to the fact that the glacier 
that deposited the Snow School Formation moved over previous gla-
cial deposits that covered the shale of the underlying Pierre and 
Sentinel Butte Formations. 
Middle member.--The middle member of the Snow School Forma-
tion is both fluvial sand and gravel and pebble-loam. The exact 
mode of deposition of the pebble-loam is not understood. It is 
possible that it is" the result of a slight advance of the glacier 
that deposited the upper member of the Snow School Formation. The 
middle member of the Snow School Formation is seen in both pre-
viously low and high areas, and its deposition does not seem to 
depend on the paleotopography. 
Upper member.--The glacier that deposited the upper member 
of the Snow School Formation advanced over the Horseshoe Valley For-
mation, depositing a fairly continuous layer of pebble-loam. This 
pebble-loam is thickest in the low areas and thinner in the higher 
areas. 
The dark layer at the top of the upper member of the Snow 
School Formation is probably the base of a zone of soil formation. 
Similar zones probably existed on both the l>tedicine Hill Formation 
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and the Horseshoe Valley Formation but were destroyed by an overriding 
glacier. 
Cut into the upper member of the Snow School Formation are num-
erous pockets of gravel. This gravel was probably deposited by glacier 
meltwater streams coming from the retreating glacier or from small post-
glacial streams. 
Oahe Formation 
After the last glaciers had disappeared from the thesis area 
the Oahe Formation was deposited. Silt derived from bottomlands 
along streams and at the base of slopes was deposited over the Snow 
School Formation. The silt was carried by wind and then draped over 
the landscape during dry periods. During the wetter more stable 
periods ·numerous soils formed. 
For a complete record of these events, see Clayton, }loran, 
and Bickley (in preparation). 
GEOHYDROLOGY 
Two main factors control the flow of groundwater in the Lake 
Sakakawea area: (1) topography, both modern and ancient, and (2) 
the distribution of bodies of sand and gravel within the glacial 
sediment. 
This study shows that the Lake Sakakawea area consists of 
layers of glacial sediment with bodies of sand and gravel spaced 
between them. These bodies of sand and gravel are not just ran-
domly distributed, but are controlled, in part, by the paleoto-
pography. In the past, rivers flowed northeast, and bodies of sand 
and gravel were deposited in northeast trending valleys. The val-
eys are now filled with glacial sediment, and the bodies of sand 
and gravel are now potential aquifers. 
It can be inferred, on the basis of this study, that through-
out the area south and west of the Missouri Coteau. where glacial 
drift is thin, that modern valleys reflect the position of valleys 
through several glaciations. Therefore the pattern of modern rivers 
is the key to delineating the distribution of aquifers between layers 
of glacial sediment. 
As has been shown, individual layers of glacial sediment are 
generally quite thin. As a result, little material of low penneabil-
ity separates the land surface from aquifers beneath the surface. 
Therefore, pollution of the groundwater can occur readily in such an 
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area. Where disposal of waste material is proposed within this region, 
whether in a sanitary landfill, sewage lagoon, oil-field brine-
disposal lagoon, or from a feed lot, or other such facility, adequate 
subsurface exploration should be completed prior to construction of 
such a site. Adequate subsurface exploration should include deter-
mining the stratigraphy of the site proposed, The thickness of the 
upper member of the Snow School Formation should be determined. The 
presence of the lower member of the Snow School Formation is very 
important where the upper member is thin. The presence or absence 
and thickness of the upper and lower members of the Horseshoe Valley 
Formation, and the presence of the Medicine Bill Formation, should 
be determined. The thickness of the confining pebble-loam and the 
presence or absence of sand and gravel are necessary information 
for the approval or rejection of a proposed disposal site. 
APPENDIX A 
TYPE SECTION DESCRIPTIONS 
Description of the Type Section of 
the Medicine Hill Fonnation (point 
10 on cross-section, Plate 1) 
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Measured point 10 on the stratigraph cross-section is described 
in ascending order as follows (lower member of the ~edicine Hill Forma-
tion not present here): (1) 12 m of yellow and gray, compact, non-
jointed pebble-loam with silt inclusions, chips of lignite, and sele-
nite crystals. The grain size ranges from clay to boulders as much 
as 1.5 min diameter. The coarse sand consists of limestone and dolo-
mite, igneous and metamorphic rock types, shale, iron stone concretions, 
and some siliceous rock types •. When exposed and dry the surface is 
very compact> but when it is moist the pebble-loam flakes off in small 
hexagonal plates (upper member of the Medicine Hill Fon::ation); (2) 
4 m of pale yellow pebble loam that is fairly well jointed, compact, 
and peppered with iron oxide stain and a few lignite fragments. Grain 
size ranges from clay (Figure 5) to boulders. The coarser grains 
(Figure 4) are composed of limestone and dolomite, igneous and meta-
morphic rock types, shale, iron stone concretionst and some siliceous 
rock types (upper member of the Horseshoe Valley Formation); (3) 1.5 m 
of a reddish, very sandy, not well consolidated pebble-loam which, in 
some places, contain alternating beds of silt, sand, anc clay (middle 
member of the Snow School Formation); (4) 0.1 m of a fine, ~hite, non-
bedded sand (middle member of the Snow School Formation); (5) 4 m of 
olive yellow,, well jointed, very compact pebble-loGZ'. with a few lig-
nite fragments. The grain size ranges from clay to boulders. The 
coarse sand size consists of limestone and dolomite, igneous and 
metamorphic rock types, shale, iron-stained concretions, and some 
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siliceous rock types (upper member of the Snow School Formation); (6) 
1. 7 m of yellow to yellow brown silt (Mallard Island Member of the Oahe 
Formation); (7) 0.2 m of dark brown to red brown clayey silt (Aggie 
Brown :Hember of the Oahe Formation); (8) 1 m of gray silt with dark 
brown organic matter in the top 0.1 meter (Riverdale Member of the 
Oahe Formation); (9) 0.15 m of gray silt with the top 0.1 m contain-
ing dark organic matter (Thompson paleosol lower Riverdale Member of 
the Oahe Formation); (10) 0.1 m of gray silt grading into 0.3 m of 
recent grass covered soil horizon (upper Riverdale Member of the 
Oahe Formation). 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SNOW SCHOOL FOR.'MATION TYPE SECTIO~ 
The type section of the Snow School Formation (point 5 on the 
cross section, Plate 1) is described in ascending order as follows: 
(1) 1. 5 m of patchy yellow to gray pebble-loam with inclusions of 
silt, lignite fragments, and selenite crystals (the upper member of 
the Medicine Hill Formation); (2) 0.5 m of poorly sorted sand, peb-
bles, cobbles, and boulders of limestone and dolomite, igneous and 
metamorphic rock types, shale, sandstone, iron-stained concretions, 
and some siliceous rock types, which are stained with iron oxide and 
are poorly cemented (lower member of the Snow School Formation); (3) 
1.5 m of medium fine, well sorted, cross-bedded, and flat-bedded, 
white quartz sand, which is dipping east-northeast and has some weath-
ered lignite fragments on the bedding planes (lower member of Snow 
School Formation); (4) 0.4 m of a reddish, very sandy, gravelly, non-
jointed pebble-loam. The grain size ranges from clay to cobbles, the 
coarse sand size is composed of limestone and dolomite, igneous and 
metamorphic rock types, shale, iron-stained concretions, and soce 
siliceous rock types (middle member of the Snow School Formation); 
(5) 1.5 m of pale olive (5Y 6/3) vertically jointed, pebble-loan, 
which has a peppered appearance which is caused by iron oxide stain-
ing, and a few lignite fragments (lower subdivision of the upper 
member of the Snow School Formation); (6) 1. 8 m of pale yellow 
(SY 7 /3) vertically jointed pebble-loam, with a r:n;ch heavier pep-
pered iron oxide staining (middle subdivision of the upper member 
of the Snow School Formation); (7) 0.5 m of a light brownish gray 
(2.5Y 6/2), oolitic-looking, compact, vertically jointed, calcium 
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carbonate stained, pebble-lo~m, with lignite fragments (upper subdivi-
sion of the upper member of the Snow School Formation); (8) 0.65 m of 
olive gray (5Y 5/2), poorly jointed pebble-loam, which appears vaguely 
laminated on the weathered exposure (uppermost subdivision of the upper 
member of the Snow School Formation); (9) 1. 2 m of yellowish gray silt 
(Mallard Island He:mber of the Oahe Fonnation). Units 5 through 8 make 
up the upper member of the Snow School Formation. The grain size, rock 
type on the coarse sand size, and clay mineralogy are fairly consistent 
throughout this unit. The subdivisions are made on the basis of a 
color charge which is seen from a distance, and a slight textural 
difference. 
The contacts between these subdivisions are diffuse. 
APPENDIX B 
'IEXTURAL ANALYSIS O:F SAMPLES 
--~ 
TABLE 1 
TEXTURAL ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES,.OUTCROP NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO 
STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS-SECTION 
..=.::.=..:-.:...-~:.:.:::,:;;;:: .. :;;:.;;:·:-::.-,:·--...:--:..· • ,, 
Outcrop tV Sample Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Number Number Formation Sand Silt Clay 
1 
,-
Medicine Hill 20.63 52.47 26.90 u-10-6 1 NI/ ii. A-10-6 Horseshoe Valley 30._95 38.00 31.05 
1 A-10-6 Snow School 28.84 27.31 43.85 
2 A-10-1 Medicine Rill 22. 71 43.33 33.96 
2 A-10-1 Snow School 40.09 54,73 39.79 
3 A-15-2 Snow School 33.62 38,27 28.11 
4 A-22-3 Medicine Hill 21. 79 48.05 30.16 
4 . A-22-3 Horseshoe Valley 28.88 42.05 29.07 V, 
4 A-22-3 Snow School 28.69 42.10 29.21 w 
5 A-22-6 Middle Member of 
Snow School 45.16 33. 77 21.07 
5 A-22-6 Snow 115 Lower Light 27.85 35.82 36.33 
5 A-22-6 School 114 Dark Unit 27.46 36.39 36.14 
5 A-22-6 Samples at /13 Upper Light 29.26 37,67 33.07 
5 A-22-6 Type /12 Dark Band 29.41 37.06 33.53 
Section 
r 
47.98 29.29 6 jA-22-Pl Medicine Rill 22.73 
6 F n -, :, A-22-Pl Snow School 31.11 36.91 31.98 _;· •, . .' .,., : J 
6 cA-22-Pl Snow School 27.75 29.90 42.55 
6 A-22-Pl Oahe (Pick City Member) 3.56 82.35 14.09 
7 A (A-22-P2 Medicine Hill 20.87 44.00 35.12 
7 (A-22-P2 Snow School 28.23 38.03 32.26 
8 NI:> ', (f-22-P3 Medicine Hill 21.15 46.36 32.48 8 ,A-22-P3 Horseshoe Valley 31.39 35.74 32.86 
8 \{\-22-P3 Snow School 27.92 43.88 28.21 
. --=---
TABLE 1--Continued 
:::=.i=.':".:.;. :::.= -~...:.:::;;..~:::;--~~..:::.-::;.~~.=-.":v:;:;:;;.::::=':"'---.r::.::= .. ·7=:·..:::..e:..~~~~~"#=:==:-=c::;;..=:;;~""~:::r::::i ~-~---=~~m=::::.::.::...~~~~~=-~=..:;.::;.;:;,"== . 
Outcrop Sample Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Number Number Formation Sand Silt Clay 
9 
r iA-22-Ql Medicine Rill 28.00 45.30 26.70 
9 /',} • 38 .A-22-Ql Horseshoe Valley 27. 71 37.94 34.33 
9 1• A-22-Ql Snow School 30,64 31.91 37.45 
10 \A-22-Ql Medicine Hill 29.46 44.64 25.89 
10 A-22-Q2 Horseshoe Valley 33.30 23.74 42.97 
10 /A-22-Q2 E 61.81 26.08 12.11 
10 ) A-22-Q2 D 10.89 71.57 17 .54 
10 f\!,.: . A-22-Q2 C Snow School (Middle Member) 21.99 67.63 10.37 
10 u-22-Q2 B 48.64 47.91 3.45 
10 -22-Q2 A 35.86 70.63 6.49 
10 A-22-Q2 Snow School 27.96 38.56 33.45 
11 (A-22-Q3 Horseshoe Valley 31.26 27.56 41.19 1..11 
11 1.' f· t~-22-Q3 Snow School 27.52 28.05 44.43 .i:,.. 
12 1A-22-Q4 Medicine Hill 21.20 49.53 29.27 
I 
27.92 36.60 35.48 12 J A-22-Q4 Snow School 
12 f'v i 1 A-22-Q4 Oahe (Riverdale Member) 7.02 79.79 13.19 
12 ( A-22-Q4 Oahe (Pick City Member) 6.32 84.55 9.13 
12 A-22-Q4 Oahe (Mallard Island Member) 36.85 48.46 14.69 
13 (A-22-Q5 Medicine Hill 23.65 47.26 29.09 
13 A' v_;, ':A-22-Q5 Horseshoe Valley 26,53 36.85 36.62 
13 \£'-22-Q5 Snow School 28.24 37.13 34.58 
15 Bl llorseshoe Valley 24.15 48.97 26.88 
15 Bl Snow School 27 .1.9 38.03 34.49 
15 131 Oahe (Pick City Member) 17.46 64.65 17.49 
15 Bl Oahe (Mallard Island Member) 6.39 74.93 18.68 
15 Bl Oahe (Thompson paleosol) 5.02 79.89 15.09 
15 N 11:r' ... ' '/ A-27-Q7 Snow School 31.48 36.44 32.08 
19 Nn A-34-B Snow School 28.18 38.29 33,58 
20 .IV '3 r;-5" B-4-1 Snow School 23.33 53.08 23.59 
TABLE 2 
. 
TEXTURAL ANALYSIS OF OUTCROPS ALONG THE SOUTH BANK OF WOLF CREEK BAY 
.·.:!..:;.;;;:~...:~·~;.::.::r:-...:··::-•• :..~~·-·;~·~..::;,-;...:;:~=--=.·"':.t-~=-:..=~:::::.-~-:.~~.:.:. ... --· . 
Outcrop N Sample Percentage 
Number* Number Formation Sand 
Percentage Percentage 
Silt Clay 
15-2 N i.i · A-15-2 Snow School 33.62 38.27 28.11 
15-3 (A-15-4 Medicine Hill 22. 72 51. 57 25. 71 
15-3 N' ,, t '1A-15-4 Horseshoe Valley 7.51 
15-3 (A-15-4 Snow School 26.04 
55.38 37.11 
41.03 32.93 
15-7 ·~ (A-15-9 Horseshoe Valley 5.07 
15-7 A lA-15-9 Snow School (Reddish Member) 73,12 




14-1 rJ J::1r A-14-1 Horseshoe Valley 21.43 42.27 36.30 
14-2 ,\! I.;, A-14-3 Horseshoe Valley 26.49 
14-4 p.i • ·' A-14-5 Snow School (Reddish Member) 72. 77 
42.02 31.49 
Vt 
18.75 8.48 Vt 
14-5 N 1 1 ;· A-14-6 Horseshoe Valley 28.86 40.65 30.49 
14-6 N /~··1 .· A-14-7 Snow School 28.93 41.27 29.80 
23-1 Ni;:,-? A-23-3A Snow School 24.09 43.88 32.03 
23-3 A-23-5 Snow School 24.24 46.29 29.47 
24-3 /\/ I:' A-24-3 Snow School 22.85 49.62 27.53 
*Outcrop numbers correspond to H•ee-2·. fJ , fr 
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